
The Glory of God is both TRANSITIONAL and PROGRESSIVE (2nd Corinthians 3:18)... two 
words that will mark 2023. Both words speak to the spirit Pastor Moncur sees resting upon 
MTC in 2023; the spirit of MOVEMENT. As the Glory of God is pursued by and revealed among 
God's people in new dimensions, they can expect to see progress, transition (change and 
acceleration in every area of their lives for the BETTER.

As we move toward this next season, we must do so with an appreciation for the Spirit-led 
leadership of our Bishop, which has resulted in MTC becoming an incredible expression of the 
Glory of God in the earth. For 35 years MC has experienced the progressive manifestation of 
God's Glory, in unusual ways. The guards are changing. As our Bishop transitions to higher 
dimensions, Pastor Moncur sees faithful people throughout the Body of Christ, especially 
those who have gone unnoticed, unrecognized, and uncelebrated rising to new dimensions of 
authority, influence, and prominence

Pastor Moncur sees 2023 as a year of Glory and creativity. According to Isaiah 60, the 
solution for darkness in the world is the Glory of God visibly seen upon His people. Therefore 
2023 will be the year God chooses specific people, creates unique situations, empowers 
those He has chosen, and unlocks the untapped creative power lying dormant within them... 
all in an e�ort to manifest

"Next Dimension Glory"; where we not only discover solutions to personal problems but 
become solutions for Kingdom Impact in the home, marketplace, community, and otherwise.

In the words of our Bishop, "God loves outdoing Himself. Anything connected to God is 
constantly growing and moving". The world has changed and is changing. In this year of 
transition, Pastor Moncur sees the Body of Christ not only changing but leading change.

Therefore in 2023, as the Body of Christ pursues God's Presence and Glory, with 
intentionality, Pastor Moncur sees the spirit of Joseph breaking out, resulting in innovation, 
industry, and entrepreneurship, generating solutions to both personal and national 
challenges

In 2023, those who make God's Glory PRIORITY will be HIS. Their lives though faced with trials 
will be more known for their perpetual triumphs and extraordinary victories as God elevates 
and accelerate His people. 2023 will be marked by personal celebration, where our corporate 
chorus will be, "to God be the glory, great things He has done". Now is the time to get up, take 
up and move. 2023 is the time for Next Dimension Living: A Year of Innovation and Movement 
- From Glory to Glory.


